Rules of sharing information from the NCU NEWS Portal

The Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń permits copying and printing information from the NCU NEWS Portal (www.portal.umk.pl) free of charge if not indicated otherwise, if the following conditions are satisfied.

- Before reprinting a text, please inform the NCU Promotion and Information Department about it via email: (redakcja@umk.pl);
- It is necessary to provide the author’s name, the NCU affiliation as well as the sources of the copied text.
  - On online portals and services, the author’s name and surname / Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń / Source: https://portal.umk.pl must be given.
  - In printed periodicals, the author’s name and surname / Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń / Source: The Nicolaus Copernicus University NEWS Portal: https://portal.umk.pl must be given.
- The texts copied from the Nicolaus Copernicus University NEWS Portal cannot be edited. Exceptionally, changes referring to time, place, or editing style can be made, e.g. yesterday to last week, our voivodeship into the Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship, acronyms into full names, etc.;
- The materials reprinted from the NCU NEWS Portal cannot be used to advertise any product or service;
- You are asked not to translate texts from the NCU NEWS into foreign languages on your own;
- It is allowed to embed videos and podcasts published on the NCU NEWS webpage from our YouTube channel and SoundCloud accounts.

Graphics and photos posted on the NCU NEWS website can be used or distributed only for information, in an unmodified form, with the author’s name and the NCU affiliation as well as the source provided.

- On online portals and services, the author’s name and surname / Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń / Source: https://portal.umk.pl must be given;
- In printed periodicals, the author’s name and surname / Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń / Source: The Nicolaus Copernicus University NEWS Portal: https://portal.umk.pl must be given;
- For a bigger number of photos (e.g. in photo galleries), maximum 5 of them can be used. The above mentioned rules must also be observed.

If you have further questions, please, contact us via email: redakcja@umk.pl.